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Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell was quoted on "Fox News Sunday" saying 

he thinks that right after a disaster is not the best time to be making American domestic 

policy regarding nuclear power. 

I have a question for McConnell: If now isn't the time to discuss nuclear policy, then 

when is? With the evidence gained from the meltdown in Japan, now seems like the 

perfect time to reevaluate our policy on nuclear power. 

People are always going to have negative, overestimated and sometimes irrational fears 

about nuclear power. 

In an interview with The Exponent, Daniel Aldrich, an assistant professor in the 

department of political science and expert on nuclear power in Japan, said there will 

always be people against nuclear power. He said they will point to cancer, radiation 

poisoning, or (jokingly) Godzilla, as reasons why nuclear power is bad. 

Regardless of the negative criticism it makes the most sense to examine the problems 

with nuclear power, find solutions and most importantly not give up using it. 

The biggest problem that needs to be addressed is the storage of nuclear waste. In 1982 

the government was given control of the disposal of nuclear waste, yet no solution has 

been found. There have been many attempts to turn Yucca Mountain, in Nevada, into a 

long-term storage site. 

Predictably this plan has been stalled and an intense Not In My Backyard, or NIMBY, 

response has prevented any progress. Aldrich describes the Yucca Mountain project as "a 

political hot potato that no one wants to handle." 

Another problem, Aldrich said, was that both President Barack Obama and former 

President George W. Bush talked big regarding nuclear power while campaigning, but 

neither one has backed up that talk. Obama continued his pro-nuclear rhetoric when he 



spoke Wednesday at a press conference. However, Aldrich points to the recent spending 

cuts on the Yucca Mountain project by Obama as back peddling from a pro-nuclear 

agenda. 

The budget is tight, but now is not the time to scale back on this project or similar ideas. 

Countries such as England reprocess spent nuclear fuel rods to drastically reduce the 

initial waste. The U.S. banned this process because one of the byproducts of this process 

is weapons grade plutonium. Now, I understand when this ban was enacted there was a 

fear of nuclear weapons, but if it reduces the initial amount of waste by roughly 75 

percent then this should also be considered. 

Relying just on wind and solar power and eliminating nuclear power isn't the answer 

either. Yes, they contribute a significant amount of power, but the number of solar panels 

or wind turbines needed to make up the power by the nuclear plants is high. 

I just hope that McConnell and other Congressional representatives don't ignore the 

nuclear issue because now is the time to further U.S. nuclear policy. 

Chris Flynn is a senior in the College of Liberal Arts and can be reached 

at opinions@purdueexponent.org. 
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